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Virtual Reality
Introduction
We are two years on from the launch of the first three
major commercial Virtual Reality (VR) headsets: HTC
Vive, Oculus Rift and PlayStation VR. Although it’s now
out in the public’s hands the technology is still in its
infancy, with new innovations happening all the time. As
phones grow more powerful and standalone headsets
become available the potential reach of VR keeps
growing. Investment levels remain very high, and it’s
clear the hardware works, but how is it being used?
With a lot of developmental roots in
the gaming industry, it’s
understandable to assume that VR is
primarily a platform for video games.
It’s not a one industry medium
however with film, television, music
and theatre industries all
experimenting with the technology,
creating new experiences.
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Types of content that appear in VR
can become difficult to classify. TV
operators are starting to produce for
VR and while some of their efforts
may resemble their conventional
content on TV platforms, others
represent experiences that can only
be achieved through VR.
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VR Content
What types of VR content are there?
360° Video
Linear video shot on a 360° camera. The direction of
view is controlled by the user’s head movements via
head tracking, but currently movement in the space
cannot be controlled by body movement. Little
interaction outside of choosing where to look.

True VR
Takes advantage of positional tracking in order to map
the user’s body/hands so they can interact with their
surroundings. Currently, a computer generated space
must be built to allow for this, which is why True VR is
mainly made up of video games.

Augmented Reality (AR)
A live view of an environment with elements
augmented by computer generated sound, video or
graphics. This provides an overlay of digital content on
the real world. Headsets are also capable of VR by
blacking out the real world.

Mixed Reality (MR)
Mixed reality merges real and virtual worlds together to
make environments where digital and physical objects
interact in real time. As a user navigates in VR and
interacts with their environment, their physical
surroundings match up with it.
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VR Background
History
VR has a long history - both in technology and in popular
culture. VR has become an umbrella term for all immersive
experiences which are created using real-world video
content, computer generated content, or a hybrid of both.
This means there are very different types of experience,
including some underwhelming ones, that encourage
mixed views to the future of the technology and its best use.
The term originated in 1987 when Jaron
Lanier founded the Visual Programming
Lab, but experimentation and early
iterations of immersive technology date
back as far as 1962 with Morton Heilig’s
Sensorama. Whilst games are likely to
sustain the hardware market for now, the
production plans and involvement of
various video stakeholders is less clear.
There is debate as to the definition - and
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what can actually be called VR however efforts across multiple
industries are increasing, and although
hype fluctuates it is clearly an area of
focus. VR technology (like many others)
has come before the content, and
attempting to convert current content
into a high quality immersive
experience, or relying just on 360 video,
may create lasting disillusionment.
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VR Tech
Headset Form Factors
Screenless Viewer

Tethered Headsets

Standalone Headsets

Headset that contains no screen
and instead uses a smartphone as a
VR screen. This is a much cheaper
alternative to most high-end VR. But
the interactive capability is severely
limited in this form so is only
capable of head tracking.

Headset that requires additional
hardware, such as a computer or
console, to provide the processing
and graphical power to function.
This makes it the most suitably
powerful for True VR but also the
most expensive form factor.

Headset that contains screen and
graphical and processing
technology, requiring no additional
hardware to function. This makes it
easier to use and cheaper than
tethered headsets, and more
powerful than screenless viewers

E.g. Google Cardboard, Samsung Gear VR

E.g. Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Playstation VR

E.g. Oculus Go, Oculus Quest
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VR Platforms
Platform

Owner

Launch

Form Factor

Jun 2014

Screenless
Viewer

Google’s low-cost VR platform allows anyone with a phone to try
VR, as its viewer (made of cardboard) can be purchased cheaply
by consumers

Nov 2015

Screenless
Viewer

Developed in collaboration with Oculus, the Gear VR is a
portable headset that is powered by a Samsung Galaxy mobile
device

Facebook

Mar 2016

Tethered /
Standalone
Headset

√

Originally releasing the Oculus Rift which required a high-end PC
to function, the company recently released the Oculus Go which
requires no extra hardware

HTC

Apr 2016

Tethered
Headset

√

Released within weeks of the Oculus Rift launch, The HTC Vive
requires a high-end PC to function

Oct 2016

Tethered
Headset

√

Released by Sony for its PlayStation platform, requiring a
PlayStation 4 console to function

Google

Samsung

Sony

Google

Microsoft
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Details

Nov 2016

Screenless
Viewer

Built using its android operating system, Daydream is Google’s
second VR platform after the low-cost platform Cardboard and is
powered by selected smartphones

Oct 2017

Tethered
Headset

Offering AR in addition to VR, Microsoft licensed their platform to
multiple hardware manufacturers including Acer, Dell, HP and
Lenovo

√
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VR Content
What content are VR platform holders making?
Oculus established its own publishing company, Oculus
Studios, to enable developers to make VR games exclusive
to the Oculus platform - but folded Story Studio (which was
set up to develop narrative content) in to overall business.
HTC mostly publishes video games under Vive Studios in
partnership with Valve Corporation, the world’s largest
digital distributor for video games. They choose not to tie
content exclusively to their hardware.
Sony publishes and develops VR content just for the
PlayStation platform, mostly video games, using its already
established in-house video game studios.
Google have been working with TV companies like NBC,
Hulu and Syfy to create VR versions of programming using
their Jump VR cameras. They also have deals with HBO,
Netflix, Discovery, Vogue and Nat Geo.
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Oculus has launched Oculus TV, an EPG for VR content that
allows access (alone or virtually with friends) to a variety of
services. This sits alongside Oculus Venue, a VR live streaming
service for events like sports and concerts
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VR Content
Key categories
Sport

Movies

Television Channels

Intel True VR is the leading
producer of live VR coverage from
a number of sports including MLB,
NBA, NCAA and NASCAR as well as
tennis and golf. NFL have yet to
push out VR coverage to
consumers but are exploring.

Intel has established a new studio
division in LA to develop VR
content with the movie industry.
Paramount Pictures signed on
earlier this year and plans to bring
J. J. Abrams, Neill Blomkamp and
Stephen Spielberg in on projects.

In the US NBC, ABC, Discovery,
CW, Nat Geo and Paramount
worked with Google to produce
short-form 360° videos as
companions to their flagship shows.
In the UK Channel 4 and BBC have
commissioned original VR content.
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VR Content
What content are TV channels making?
In the UK the BBC have been experimenting with VR
Unlike others who mostly make 360° videos, the BBC
have been developing a number of True VR experiences
Content has been made available on various tech
including Oculus, Google Daydream, Samsung Gear
VR, HTC Vive and PlayStation VR
In November 2017 the BBC announced a VR studio to
focus on the creation of content in a range of genres
The BBC, like other broadcasters, also offered 360° VR
coverage of the World Cup, although they also placed
users in a digital hospitality box to watch the live stream
as if they were watching the match from a giant window
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VR Content
TV platform activity - AT&T and Telefónica
In the US, AT&T have recently entered into a distribution
partnership with Magic Leap, the developers of an
upcoming standalone AR headset, to have exclusive
wireless selling rights.
AT&T has also developed VR content that has largely
been centred around marketing initiatives. This
includes promotional activity for TV content, such as a
Westworld experience that pushed the series and their
services, and videos used to promote some of their
service features - such as a 360° video about distracted
driving that promoted their phones DriveMode feature.
Telefónica earlier this year started a pilot service called
“the TV Virtual Experience”, allowing VR headset
owners to watch their live channels and on-demand
content on a virtual screen in a VR environment and are
developing 360° content for the service.
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“This experience constitutes one more step
towards the television of the future whereby, as
a result of the new technologies, an integral
experience will be achieved, enabling users to
switch from being passive subjects to
interacting with the contents and adapting
them to their needs”
Mercedes Fernández, Innovation Technology Manager, Telefónica
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VR Content
TV platform activity - Sky (UK)
Sky has been releasing 360° video content through Sky VR
since Oct 2016. Chasing early adopters as “the home of
high-quality VR”, they have worked on a variety of content.
Content has been created in-house, commissioned and
offered through partnerships with Disney, Fox, Warner,
Jaunt and others. There is a growing amount of sports, but
content varies from the arts, factual, news and animation.

“The viewing habits of our customers are evolving and the
appetite for immersive content is growing day by day. Since
launching the Sky VR Studio in 2016, we’ve been at the
forefront of VR content creation – fusing together worldleading technology with the best storytelling and ideas. ”
Gary Davey, Managing Director of Content, Sky

Sky also developed a True VR experience where users
explore reconstructions in the Natural History Museum
with a David Attenborough hologram in support.
Sky’s interest in VR is reflected also in their investment
($1.65M) in Jaunt, a leading US based VR production house,
with other investors including Disney, ProSieben and China
Media Capital.
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Virtual Reality
Other examples from TV companies
Service

Name

Type

Description

360° Video

A VR documentary combining stereoscopic 3D 360° video and computer animation to capture
the lives of residents of Grenfell Tower before the fire of 2017

360° Video

VR experiences for flagship AMC shows, including The Walking Dead, Into the Badlands and The
Terror

Shark Week

360° Video

A selection of short form 360° Video specials released as companion content to the main channel’s
Shark Week content

World Cup

360° Video

360° VR coverage of the World Cup from multiple channels and platforms including the BBC,
Telemundo, Fox Sports and DirecTV sports

Door No. 1

360° Video

A VR comedy that puts the user in the role of the protagonist of a sitcom attending their high
school reunion. The user makes choices throughout to affect the narrative

NBC Sports VR

360° Video

The service recently provided live and on-demand 360° video coverage of the 2018 Winter
Olympics

Meet the Voxels

Augmented
Reality

An upcoming Nickelodeon series about a family of video game characters with both VR and AR
experiences to run parallel to the linear broadcast

Mixed Reality

A series of adventures presented on live stages that users navigate while wearing portable VR
headsets to combine the virtual with the real. Each adventure’s story is shaped by the actions of its
participants

Grenfell: Our Home
AMC VR

The Park
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VR Headset Sales
Looking to the future
2016 to 2017 showed promising growth with headset sales,
but a 31% drop in sales in Q1 2018 led to worries from across
the business that VR may go the way of 3D.

VR/AR Headset Sales Predictions (Millions)
65.9

Some of the drop was attributed to the reduction in bundling
and promotions of low-end headsets with smartphone
purchases, but many of those more directly involved in VR
are fearing the spectre of VR disillusionment.
But standalone headsets like the Oculus Go and the recently
announced Oculus Quest are expected to reinvigorate
growth. The Quest will be the first standalone headset to have
the full positional tracking, previously limited to tethered
headsets, making the full VR experience cheaper and easier.
There is more content coming from game developers, with
independents producing more - but the ecosystem for video
content is very different and beyond short-form content it
remains to be seen how the market will grow.
Insight
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VR Content
Narrative content - will it be possible?
Factual projects and sporting initiatives will grow, but apart
from providing a lobby for users to get access to Netflix or
Hulu type services the question mark remains as to how the
world of narrative content - story telling - will develop.
Efforts are being made by producers across the globe, but
content is currently a small catalogue of mixed quality; movie
marketing, 360° videos, news/sports tests, and a small
number of partnerships developing immersive films.
Oculus launched Oculus Story Studio in 2014, as their
animated virtual-reality film studio. Founded by former Pixar
employees, it made just three films, including the Emmy
winning Henry. It shut in 2017 amidst Oculus restructuring
and rumours that Facebook were exerting their influence on
the organisation they bought for $2 billion, and although they
made promises of narrative investment it was clear that the
focus was elsewhere.
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“One of the reasons why I think virtual reality, as a
narrative format, is never going to go beyond the
short-form immersion space is because the bedrock
of visual storytelling is the reverse angle. If you can't
look into the eyes of the protagonist, you cannot hold
people's attention for more than 15 minutes”
Steven Soderbergh, film director, screenwriter, and producer.
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Wrap up
VR is at a critical stage. Headset sales are stalling and the tech is far from mass market, but standalone headsets mean
higher quality VR is more affordable and accessible, moving on from limited smartphone experiences that fuelled hype.
Companies are experimenting with mixed success and although slow growth has scared off some big players content is
still being created, and it is here where there is an opportunity and a challenge for content stakeholders.
VR is still in its infancy and is about to open its doors to more consumers than ever before with more innovations. With
future growth looking optimistic we will be keeping a close eye on content developments.
We can help you.
3Vision help clients build highly successful content businesses through a range of expert
consultancy services.
We have extensive experience in emerging markets, helping operators and content owners
innovate, and providing insight into the latest industry developments. We also have
comprehensive benchmarks and market data available.
If you would like a presentation of these results and our insights to your team, please get in
touch.
Contact us:
Follow us:
+44 1225 636 200
@3Vision
contact@3vision.tv
www.3vision.tv
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